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Definitely worthwhile reading. This book reads like a text book, and requires a lot of stamina to get through. I now
understand why there are weight loss plateaus and understand how to bypass them. However, it offers extensive amount
of research and some concepts I hadn’t heard about to lose fat (not weight). Most of the recommendations originate
from Maimonides, a health care provider who lived 900 years ago (hence the name) which seems a little bit hokey, but
the author implies that Maimonides’ recommendations are in line with current scientific research.He includes a review
of the most typical diet plans; After 5 years of nothing at all assisting, I am FINALLY losing weight. evidently my cortisol
level is usually saturated in the morning, and it is better not really to consume right away. The writer clarifies how your
hormones work to defeat you. Easy to Follow Lifestyle Changes That is such a well written, interesting book and every
one of the authors conclusions are fully backed by research. It demands more initiative from the reader to choose how
exactly to implement his policies and to what extent, but he recommends gradual adjustments to sustain weight loss.A
few of his “diet and exercise policies” are useful and you could apply ideal away. For instance, the author discusses the
advantage of eating a “past due breakfast,” at least 3 hours after you get right up. I used to eat breakfast even though I
wasn’t hungry because it was the “best thing to do.” Then I’d be famished 2 hours afterwards. Now I understand why; For
those who have experienced fat loss on certain diets, and gained back the weight and more, you will realize why from
this reserve. Some of the food he recommends such as for example yogurt, right here in the united states many brands
are lower in fat but saturated in sugar and are not cultured but use starch & Very easy to understand and at exactly the
same time it includes everything you need to know about nutrition and fat loss..” This publication encourages you to
think for yourself and you are absolve to pick and choose the ideas you desire for your life style.! Expresando conceptos
complejos de una manera sencilla y entendible, muchas gracias por escribirlo! Some of it really is a bit dried out, not
very entertaining, nevertheless, you can skip the very scientific stuff because it is normally in appendices, and you will
not miss the flow of tips. I thought the tables had been very helpful, such as for example one on which foods make you
most full. Great for weight reduction and health. I am able to maintain a better physical shape but practically that's it.
It was really enlightening to see issues in context (ghrelin, leptin, cortisol, insulin working together). It is not for the
faint of center. Now I've much better understanding of human metabolism. A fantastic book, I agree with much of what
he . It seems sensible to eat when you are starving, and I realize right now it isn’t skipping breakfast to consume a “late
breakfast. So I am really interested in other solutions and absolutely gives a try to the method. A fantastic book, I agree
with much of what he wrote. Especially not eating first thing each morning or late at night. I am definitely much wiser
now that before reading Rabbi Yonason Herschlag's publication. I been on his diet for a weeks and I am impressed. I
could eat 3 hours later on, without harming my body. gelatin. I highly recommend this book - I must say i learned a lot.
This book is very thorough, full of valuable information. I've go through dozens of diet books before, a lot of them
contains guidelines but this one differs. I also learned why I'v sometimes experienced immune system failures (eg: colds
or flu) after losing weight.I am treated with insulin resistance for 3 years and We have always been very much
interested about the physiological details. Nevertheless, most of the obtainable books are only coping with the insulin
issue. After reading this publication and following suggestions I've lost pounds steadily and blood sugar have been low
in the morning. Excellent compilation of information Superb compilation of information.These guidelines worked for me -
at some point. Rabbi Herschlag did an incredible job researching, organizing, and synthesizing the info out there right
into a coherent group of recommendations. This book offers an excellent explanation of the relationship between diet
and exercise..But even if it won't work for me personally, I highly recommend this book - I really learned a lot. Many
thanks. Si quieres sanar tu metabolismo tienes que leer este libro! Es de los mejores libros acerca de cómo sanar tu
metabolismo, excelentemente escrito! There exists a lot of details in the publication about physiology. I like that the
author tells you to change your life style gradually. Five Stars Wonderful reading - full of details and important
information, substantiated approach.! Not light reading The info in this book while very intensive is a must to understand
our anatomies. Great Book! Instead of prescribing a specific diet, he recommends “diet plan and exercise policies,”
including a means of intermittent fasting, and a temporary fat loss plan. Knowing what so when is most of the battle.In
my country (Hungary) the state dietetic tips for insulin resistance will be the followings: consume only 160 g of carbs
daily, (mostly the gradually absorbed kind), eat in an hour after you woke up, have 5 or 6 small meals daily, and eat only



50 g of carbs, not even with your largest food. This book has actually provided me the answers to a lot of my weight
issues and I am extremely grateful to finally know very well what the heck is happening metabolically for me personally
and my kids. I highly recommend reading, take notes, and apply. Cravings are all but removed and my appetite, which
had been irrationally big (provided my size) is currently much more comfortable and manageable. Now I don’t power my
daughter to consume breakfast when she is not starving, I allow her eat when it is morning snack period at school. Great
book on metabolism I really get Rabbi Yonason Herschlag's reserve unique since he can combine both present
information from many medical resources reseach findings and also can pull the same facts and conclustions from
Maimonides knowledge and also from your own physiology encounters and wisdom. Sensible approach to health
insurance and weightloss that has worked for me I've gotten more help from this book than from ANY diet or nutrition
publication before..!and I've browse at least twelve of them. Then, after 12 months of dieting improvements stopped. the
pros and cons and criticism of each. And I'll wager ten bucks that my A1c is usually down significantly within my next
check-up. I follow Rabbi's edition of "intermittent fasting" without the trouble and am now feeling much better than I
possess in a long time. Enjoyed reading it This is an amazing book. An unusual strategy, incorporating the RamBam's
work in with today's hard analysis, but it's worked well for me in a way nothing else has. Thank you, Rabbi!. Just liked it!
I am implementing the majority of the what I've learned into my wellness journey. As a doctor I took a whole lot from
this book and will make use of it in my practice. That's quite exclusive! The publication challenge you to believe and
understand the information. And personally I learnt a whole lot of physiology and the procedures that regulates our
anatomies, especially fat burning capacity. Both are common practices within military schooling.
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